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Handa Nihanda, Jayalath Manorathna’s
new drama

BOOK LAUNCH

Lives and times of
music and musicians

Premawantha Kumarayo

Entertainment
Diary

Shakespeare

Medical Negligence
Claims in Sri Lanka

Sunday, Feb 28

gets a creative
Sinhala twist

Colombo Motor Show – BMICH – 10 a.m.
Guwana Mewu Swam Rata – New Town Hall Auditorium
– 2 p.m.
Colombo Fashion Week – Hilton Colombo – 7 p.m.
Yohan and Honorine – Waters Edge – 12 p.m.
Paul Perera – California Grill – 7 p.m.
Barefoot Band – Barefoot – 11 a.m.
Sam the Man – Harbour Room – 7 p.m.
Shasika + Upul - Sky, Kingsbury – 5 p.m.
Los Paradians - Curry Leaf, Hilton – 7 p.m.
Norma’n Jazz – Mount Lavinia Hotel – 11 a.m.
Out of Time – Curve – 7 p.m.
Arosha Katz/Beverly Rodrigo – Cinnamon Grand – 5 p.m.
Heat – Kings Bar – 8 p.m.
Thusitha Dananjaya – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Savindswa Wijesekera – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.

Monday, Feb 29

Ananda Dabare Duo – Cinnamon Grand – 7 p.m.
Savindswa Wijesekera – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.
Heat – Kingsbar – 8 p.m.
Shasika + Upul – Kingsbury Sky Lounge – 5.30 p.m.
Suranga Rajapakse – Curry Leaf, Colombo Hilton 6 p.m.
Thusitha Dananjaya – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Sam the Man – Mount Lavinia Hotel – 7 p.m.
DJ Shane – Library, Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Stella Karaoke – Il Ponte – 8 p.m.
Shamal Fernando - California Grill – 7 p.m

Tuesday, March 1

by Kishani Samaraweera
'Medical Negligence Claims
in Sri Lanka', a debut writing
endeavour by Senior State Counsel,
Dr. Avanti Perera, was launched
at the Sri Lanka Foundation
Institute, last week. The launch
was graced by eminent legal and
medical luminaries including
Justice Priyasath Dep PC, Judge of
the Supreme Court and Attorney
General Jayantha Jayasuriya.
Written from a socio-legal
perspective, the book is an attempt
to explore medical negligence
in Sri Lankan hospitals, how it
is being handled by victims and
their families and explain the legal
procedure involved in making
medical negligence claims.
Explaining that she wanted to
research on how Law of Medical
Negligence operates in practice
in society, Dr. Perera said, "My
research question was, although
medical negligence is concerned
with health care medical standards,
to what extent are medical
negligence claims of the same
concern?"
Dr Perera said she had
interviewed 40 claimants of
medical negligence and over 60
patients chosen at random in OPDs
at eight private and public sector
hospital in Sri Lanka.
Mentioning that the book will

make a person understand what
a medical negligence case is all
about, she said she noted some
key points when gathering data
for her book. "People often make
medical negligence claims not so
much for money, but to prevent
such things from recurring. They
expect an apology, admission or
an explanation as to what went
wrong," she said.
The book also gives a number of
suggestions to improve the medical
field and to prevent medical
negligence. Dr Perera opined that
better systems within hospital
administration, introducing pretrial
claims could improve quality
of medical care, as could use of
medical negligence cases for quality
improvement of the medical field.
The book was reviewed by Dr.
Mario Gomez and Professor Colvin
Gunaratne representing legal and
medical fields respectively. Gomez
said the book was remarkable
for the content, findings and
conclusions.
Dr. Avanti Perera holds a
D.Phil degree in Law from the
University of Oxford, a Masters
degree in International Law from
the University of Cambridge and
a B.A. degree in English from the
University of Colombo. She was
involved in several health law
projects as well.
Pix: Rasika Kotudurage

BOOK REVIEW

Handy book for resolving
labour disputes
Book- Wedapole Getalu ha Visandum 2
Written by- Francis Weerapperuma
Published by - S.Godage and Brothers
(Pvt) Limited, Maradana
Resolving issues at work place
has to be done very tactfully and
diplomatically. To do so, both the
employers and employees should be
well equipped with the knowledge
on Labour Laws and how the laws
operate. This would help both the
employer and employee work in a
milieu conducive to carrying out
their respective duties in an amicable
manner, fulfilling their task in nation
building. The country and the State
heavily depend on the Private Sector
for stable economic growth.
In this respect the book Wedapole
Getalu ha Visandum 2 by Francis
Weerapperuma, Attorney-at-Law,
retired President of Labour Tribunal
and Additional Magistrate, is a very
useful book, filling the dual roles of a
trusted companion and guide to both
the employer and employee. It is also
of great value to trade unions, lawyers
appearing in Industrial Courts and
Labour Tribunals and also for Law
students.
The book is a sequel to Wedapole
Getalu ha Visandum released a few
years ago.
In easy to understand language, the
book explains legal matters pertaining

Jayalath Manorathna’s new drama
Handa Nihanda (vocal and silent)
to be staged on March 3 and 4 at the
Lionel Wendt, is on its last rehearsing
week.
Having the life of a musician as the
subject, the drama unfolds in three
parts; initially covering the period
from 1900 – 1930, then around 1960s
and lastly, the modern era. The story
speaks of the lives of musicians, their
creations and their problems, social,
economic, political and personal,

while addressing the broader subject
of the evolution of Sri Lankan music,
from the gramophone era, to the
era of Amaradeva, Sunil Santha and
Ananda Samarakoon and their music
experiments, to the western influenced music practised today.
The artistes being public figures,
the drama discusses the dual lives
they are forced to lead; one in the
public eye and the other with their
innermost circle. A not-so-subtle
theme of the drama is and the tug of

war between the artistes and recording companies. This was brought out
when showing the humane side of the
musicians who are dedicating their
time and energy to please others.
The drama also addresses the
necessity to establish a system to look
after the senior artistes who are not
financially well off, having true stories
as inspirations, where artistes have
succumbed to misfortune in their
old age due to failure to manage their
finances at earlier stages of life.

EVENT-MUSIC

Pinkala Aththo
The Heart to Heart
Trust Fund will present ‘Pinkala Aththo’ a
musical show featuring
Dr. Victor Ratnayake,
Edward Jayakody,
Neela Wickremasinghe
and Deepika Priyadarshani on March 11
at the Nelum Pokuna
Theatre commencing
6.30 p.m.
A 100 percent entity,
the Heart to Heart
Trust Fund depends
solely on donations and
fund raisers. It is co-founded by the
young and dynamic Consultant Car-

diothoracic Surgeon Dr. Rajitha Y.
de Silva and the Eminent Consultant
Cardiologist Dr. Ruvan Ekanayake with

other eminent doctors,
persons and business
magnates sitting on the
Board of Trustees.
The fund is a worthy
cause - helps the poor,
needy and underprivileged with free heart
surgeries, which are
always performed at Sri
Jayawardenapura General
Hospital.
Tickets for this worthy
fund raiser can be got
at tickets.lk. For further
details contact 0772391111
0773063992, 0718244602 or
0777270358.

To Kill a Mockingbird’s
memorable quotes
Harper Lee, the author of the classic coming-of-age tale, To Kill a Mockingbird died last week at the age of 89.
We celebrate her life with some of the novel’s words of wisdom courtesy BBC

Shamal Fernando - California Grill – 7 p.m.
Suranga Rajapakse – Curry Leaf – Hilton – 7 p.m.
DJ Shane – Library – Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Mayura – Curry Leaf, Colombo Hilton 6.30 p.m.
Flame – Curve – 7 p.m.
Shasika + Upul – Kingsbury – 5 p.m.
Yohan and Honorine – Royal Palm, Kalutara – 8 p.m.
Trio – Cinnamon Grand – 7 p.m.
Buddi de Silva – Cinnamon Grand – 5 p.m.
Arosha Katz – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.
Thusitha Dananjaya – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Stella Karaoke – Il Ponte – 8 p.m.
Gihan – Kingsbar – 8 p.m.

W

hat place do
shotguns,
binoculars,
corduroys, and
long sleeved
sweaters
have in depicting times of ancient
Athenian society of Shakespeare’s A
Midsummer Night’s Dream? But then
let’s not forget Orson Welles staged
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar adopting
black lounge suits instead of togas,
and Visakha Vidyalaya donned a
traditional Sinhala costume motif
on Romeo and Juliet in full measure
(for measure), at the All Island
Shakespeare Drama Competition
finals, if memory serves me right,
in 2000.
Shakespeare today lends
to creative ventures that offer
multifarious renditions of the
timeless plays of the Bard of Avon.
And on February 12, as ‘Valentine’s
Weekend’ commenced, I sat at the
Wendt and watched Premawantha
Kumarayo came to life in a feast of
colour and visual delightfulness.
Presented as a Sinhala version of
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, this
entertaining work of Sri Lankan
theatre was directed by seasoned actor
of the screen and stage, Priyankara
Rathnayaka. The script is credited as
a translation by Jayawathi Jayasinghe
and the play is produced by Lal
Handapangoda.
The costumes were creative,
attractively executed and deserve
special applause. Stage and set design
offered appreciable stagecraft and
achieved a good balance between
devising for logistical needs of
switching between scenes and locales.
A Midsummer Night’s Dream after
all is a story that moves between the
realms of humans and the surreal
forest dwelling fairy folk. The way the
forest slowly grew and withdrew with
the use of umbrellas painted green
and dressed up as shrubbery was a
factor that achieved subtleness of the
surreal.

Present day vernacular

Putting together a translation of
an English script of any vintage to
Sinhala is by no means a cakewalk.
Sinhala is a rich language with
multilayered nuances of hierarchism
and linked to the factors of class
between speakers and addressees.
The use of language in this play
interestingly showed difference of tiers
that ranged from the more literary,
antiquated Sinhala of yore to present
day vernacular. That factor showed
the levels of class of the different
characters.

Wednesday, March 2

DRAMA REVIEW

The character of Peter Quince, who
in this play was referred to as ‘master’,
along with his crew of aspiring
thespians, spoke a more colloquial
Sinhala, whereas the others spoke a
more literary Sinhala. The latter could
have been intended to work as the
dialogic element that lends a ‘Sinhala
sense’ of ‘Shakespearean grandeur’ to
the play.
Comedy is not an easy genre to
masterfully deliver. Shakespeare
in today’s context may not sound
the most likely generator of sidesplitting laughter. But riotous
laughter was generated at a number
of instances, which speaks much of
the directorial vision crafted and
actor skill harnessed to deliver what
was achieved through Premawantha
Kumarayo as a comedy for
contemporary Sri Lanka. Theatrical
antics of bodily agility offer vivacity
and liveliness, and when directed
skilfully, show a motion of rhythm
and interplay between characters
outside the verbal narrative. This
notable element was commendably
built into the performance and well
executed to achieve the larger goal of a
comedy for modern audiences. Song,
dance and frolic were elements woven
to the ‘fabric of performance’ that
defined the scheme of the narrative as
one geared to offer an experience of
entertainment.
On the aspects of this play’s base
as a ‘translation’, it must be noted
that the names of all the major
characters and most minor ones were
as per Shakespeare’s script. Although
Quince was called ‘master’ his troupe
remained faithful to Shakespearean

christening. Bottom,
Snug, Flute were names that were
present although the play they
staged was not named Pyramus
and Thisbe, the classic Greek story
by Ovid, as per A Midsummer
Night’s Dream. Instead of Pyramus
and Thisbe Premawantha
Kumarayo presented two very
contemporary Sinhala names,
although the storyline remained
unchanged.

Faithful fairies

In that respect, a notable
‘adaptation’ aspect as opposed to
a ‘translation’ can be noted. I was
also curious to see how the wild
flower ‘Love in idleness’ would be
translated. It was not given any
specific term. Avoiding naming
it, the juice of a particular flower
was sought by Oberon to have
his faithful fairies utilise to cast
in motion the chain of comedic
mischief that forms the central
twists in the story.
Among the actresses, the one
playing Hermia proved to be
the one with the most projected
performance as her voice was an
asset to her, although the actresses
portraying Titania and Hippolyta
needed better voice projection.
Those who performed as Lysander
and Demetrius did a commendable
job. The little girl who played the
fairy ‘Cobweb’ whose name was
crafted as a Sinhala translation
–‘Makuludeli’, too, albeit occupying
a very minor space, did her part
well. Priyankara Rathnayaka as
Bottom was a treat. The players

performing the roles of
‘Master’s theatre troupe’ all
performed very well and won
the audience’s cheer.
Is the play that doesn’t have
any strong negative points
deserving of censure? It would
seem so.

Teen teledrama
culture

For the life of me I couldn’t
understand what possessed the
director to use the signature
James Bond theme music that
is the trademark opening of all
007 movies, to announce the
entry of Oberon and Titania! The
spectacular visual entry of the King
and Queen of fairies coupled with
that music element ruptured the
fabric of the narrative and hit a
low point, instead of the climax it
could have been with better music
direction. The 007 theme was a
crass injustice to a production that
was in other respects quite well
done. This particular juncture of
the performance must be seriously
rethought for future performances.
Further, I can’t help but wonder
if the inclusion of a touch of Elvis
Presley through the song ‘Can’t
Help Falling in Love’ (from the

film ‘Blue Hawaii’) was in keeping
with the lingual scheme of the
play. A modern English love song
being sung in a Sinhala version of
a Shakespearean play seemed as
though catering to the demands of
popular teenage tastes, pandering
to the ‘teen teledrama culture’.
However, I wouldn’t say it didn’t
lend a touch of romantic ballad to
the romantic-comedy theme of the
play as a narrative, which adopted
modern elements, although
whether it is fully congruous with
the larger framework of the play
is strongly questionable. Also I
wouldn’t say it’s unquestionably
dismissible as the 007 entry theme!
Can Premawantha Kumarayo
qualify as a translation of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream? The
title itself translates to mean
‘Romantic Princes’ in English. But
considering what I have observed,
I Premawantha Kumarayo is
more a creative rendition of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream in
Sinhala, incorporating aspects of
adaptation rather than a faithful
translation. In overview, I would
say Premawantha Kumarayo can
be applauded as a success, which
offered its audience a worthwhile,
entertaining theatre experience.

Joes Stag Night – Papare Band – College Grounds – 7 p.m.
Arosha Katz/Beverly Rodrigo – Cinnamon Lakeside – 5 p.m.
Mintaka – FDO – 7 p.m.
C & C – Kings Bar – 8 p.m.
Aubrey & Heat – The Keg – 8 p.m.
Suranga Rajapakse - Curry Leaf, Colombo Hilton 6 p.m.
DJ Effex – Magarita Blue – 8 p.m.
Paul Perera – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Misty – Rhythm & Blues – 8 p.m.
Kool – Curve – 7 p.m.
DJ Kapila – Library – Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Shasika & Upul – Kingsbury Sky Lounge – 5.30 p.m.
Shamal Fernando - California Grill – 7.p.m

Thursday, March 3

Mintaka – 41 Sugar – 7 p.m.
Funk Junction – Curve – 7 p.m.
Annesley – Kingsbar – 8 p.m.
Heat – Margarita Blue – 8.30 p.m.
Los Paradians – Curry Leaf, Colombo Hilton – 7.00 p.m.
Paul Perera - California Grill – 7 p.m.
C & C – Shore by 0 – 8 p.m.
Ananda Dabare String Quartet – Cinnamon Grand – 7 p.m.
Savindswa Wijesekera – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.
Kismet – Galadari Hotel - 7 p.m.
Dee-Zone – Rhythm & Blues – 8 p.m.
Misty – Qbaa – 8 p.m.
Shasika & Upul – Kingsbury Sky Lounge – 5.30 p.m.

Friday, March 4

Rebels – Mount Lavinia Hotel – 7 p.m.
C & C – Havelocks Sports Club – 8 p.m.
Duraraij – Kingsbury Poolside – 6.30 p.m.
Aubrey & Heat – The Keg – 8 p.m.
Kismet – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Nalin and the Star Combination – B52 GOH – 8.30 p.m.
Los Paradians – Curry Leaf – Colombo Hilton 7 p.m.
Crossroads/Effex Djs – Margarita Blue – 8.30 p.m.
Yohan and Honorine – Blue Waters, Wadduwa – 7 p.m.
Arosha Katz – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.
Magic Box Mix up – Waters Edge – 8 p.m.
Shasika + Upul – Kingsbury Sky Lounge – 5 p.m.
DJ Shane – Library – Cinnamon Lakeside – 9 p.m.
Audio Squad – Rhythm & Blues – 8 p.m.
Tamara Ruberu/ En Route – Cinnamon Grand – 5 p.m.
Three Play - California Grill – 7 p.m.
Train – Kingsbar – 8 p.m.

Saturday, March 5

Los Paradians – Curry Leaf, Colombo Hilton 7 p.m.
Sheridan – Kingsbar – 8 p.m.
Mintaka – Curve Bar – 9 p.m.
Aubrey & Heat – Cinnamon Grand Breeze Bar – 7 p.m.
Nalin and the Star Combination – B52 GOH – 8.30 p.m.
Yohan and Honorine – Tsing Tao – 7 p.m.
Gravity/Effex DJs – Margarita Blue – 8.30 p.m.
DJ Shane - Library – Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.
DJ Naushad – Waters Edge – 8 p.m.
Heart ‘N’ Soul – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Sam the Man – Blue Water, Wadduwa – 7 p.m.
Buddhi de Silva/G 9 – Cinnamon Grand 5 p.m.
Magic Box – Qbaa – 8 p.m.
Norma’n Jazz – Mount Lavinia Hotel – 7 p.m.
Duraraij – Kingsbury Poolside – 6.30 p.m.
Maxwell Fernando – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.
Thusitha Dananjaya – California Grill – 7 p.m.
E-mail your events to vdt@sundayobserver.lk

DOCUMENTARY
to labour in a very lucid manner via
case study format.
Retired Chairman of the State
Languages Commission, Nimal
R. Ranawaka, has written a very
commendable foreword, which adds
weight to the importance of books
such as these which seek to educate the
masses.
The book is a S. Godage and Brother
(Pvt) Limited publication.
- Reviewed by Yasas
Manukula Koralalage

The Trials Of Spring
The International Centre for
Ethnic Studies (ICES) will present ‘The Trials Of Spring’, a
documentary on women, war
and social change in the during Arab Spring at the ICES
Auditorium, , 2, Kynsey Terrace,
Colombo 8, tomorrow, February
29 at 4:30 p.m.
Directed by Gini Reticker, the
90-minute documentary, while
built around the 2011 uprisings
that swept the Arab world and

the women who were on the
frontlines, focuses on the trials of a young Egyptian woman
who travels from her village to
Cairo to add her voice to the
tens of thousands of Egyptians
demanding an end to 60 years of
military rule. Hend Nafea’s story,
which mirrors the trajectory
of the Arab Spring—from the
ecstasy of newfound courage to
the agony of shattered dreams,
sees her arrested, beaten, and

tortured by security forces and
later punished and imprisoned
by her family for daring to speak
out. Unbreakable, she sets out in
a search for freedom and social
justice in a country in the grips
of a power struggle, where there
is little tolerance for the likes of
her. In the end, despite crushing setbacks, it is resilience that
sustains the hope for reform
even in the darkest hours of
repression.

